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Abstract
The purpose of this work is to explore
the integration of morphosyntactic information into the translation model itself, by
enriching words with their morphosyntactic categories. We investigate word disambiguation using morphosyntactic categories, n-best hypotheses reranking, and
the combination of both methods with
word or morphosyntactic n-gram language model reranking. Experiments
are carried out on the English-to-Spanish
translation task. Using the morphosyntactic language model alone does not
results in any improvement in performance. However, combining morphosyntactic word disambiguation with a word
based 4-gram language model results in a
relative improvement in the BLEU score
of 2.3% on the development set and 1.9%
on the test set.

1

Introduction

Recent works in statistical machine translation
(SMT) shows how phrase-based modeling (Och and
Ney, 2000a; Koehn et al., 2003) significantly outperform the historical word-based modeling (Brown
et al., 1993). Using phrases, i.e. sequences of
words, as translation units allows the system to preserve local word order constraints and to improve
the consistency of phrases during the translation process. Phrase-based models provide some sort of

context information as opposed to word-based models. Training a phrase-based model typically requires aligning a parallel corpus, extracting phrases
and scoring them using word and phrase counts. The
derived statistics capture the structure of natural language to some extent, including implicit syntactic
and semantic relations.
The output of a SMT system may be difficult to
understand by humans, requiring re-ordering words
to recover its syntactic structure. Modeling language
generation as a word-based Markovian source (an ngram language model) discards linguistic properties
such as long term word dependency and word-order
or phrase-order syntactic constraints. Therefore, explicit introduction of structure in the language models becomes a major and promising focus of attention.
However, as of today, it seems difficult to outperform a 4-gram word language model. Several studies have attempted to use morphosyntactic information (also known as part-of-speech or POS information) to improve translation. (Och et al., 2004) have
explored many different feature functions. Reranking n-best lists using POS has also been explored by
(Hasan et al., 2006). In (Kirchhoff and Yang, 2005),
a factored language model using POS information
showed similar performance to a 4-gram word language model. Syntax-based language models have
also been investigated in (Charniak et al., 2003). All
these studies use word phrases as translation units
and POS information in just a post-processing step.
This paper explores the integration of morphosyntactic information into the translation model itself
by enriching words with their morphosyntactic cat-
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egories. The same idea has already been applied
in (Hwang et al., 2007) to the Basic Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC). To our knowledge, this
approach has not been evaluated on a large realword translation problem. We report results on
the T C -S TAR task (public European Parliament Plenary Sessions translation). Furthermore, we propose to combine this approach with classical n-best
list reranking. Experiments are carried out on the
English-to-Spanish task using a system based on the
publicly available Moses decoder.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section
2 we first describe the baseline statistical machine
translation systems. Section 3 presents the considered task and the processing of the corpora. The
experimental evaluation is summarized in section 4.
The paper concludes with a discussion of future research directions.

2

System Description

The goal of statistical machine translation is to produce a target sentence e from a source sentence f .
Among all possible target language sentences the
one with the highest probability is chosen. The use
of a maximum entropy approach simplifies the introduction of several additional models explaining the
translation process:
e∗ = arg max Pr(e|f )
X
= arg max{exp(
λi hi (e, f ))}
e

(1)

i

where the feature functions hi are the system
models characterizing the translation process, and
the coefficients λi act as weights.
2.1 Moses decoder

2.2

Weight optimization

A common criterion to optimize the coefficients of
the log-linear combination of feature functions is to
maximize the BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002)
on a development set (Och and Ney, 2002). For
this purpose, the public numerical optimization tool
Condor (Berghen and Bersini, 2005) is integrated in
the following iterative algorithm:
0. Using good general purpose weights, the
Moses decoder is used to generate 1000-best
lists.
1. The 1000-best lists are reranked using the current set of weights.
2. The current hypothesis is extracted and scored.

Moses1 is an open-source, state-of-the-art phrasebased decoder. It implements an efficient beamsearch algorithm. Scripts are also provided to train a
phrase-based model. The popular Giza++ (Och and
Ney, 2000b) tool is used to align the parallel corpora.
The baseline system uses 8 feature functions hi ,
namely phrase translation probabilities in both directions, lexical translation probabilities in both directions, a distortion feature, a word and a phrase
1

penalty and a trigram target language model. Additional features can be added, as described in the
following sections. The weights λi are typically optimized so as to maximize a scoring function on a
development set (Och and Ney, 2002).
The moses decoder can output n-best lists, producing either distinct target sentences or not (as
different segmentations may lead to the same sentence). In this work, distinct sentences were always
used.
These n-best lists can be rescored using higher
order language models (word- or syntactic-based).
There are two ways to carry out the rescoring: one,
by replacing the language model score or by adding
a new feature function; two, by performing a loglinear interpolation of the language model used for
decoding and the new language model. This latter
approach was used in all the experiments described
in this paper. The set of weights is systematically
re-optimized using the algorithm presented below.

http://www.statmt.org/moses/
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3. This BLEU score is passed to Condor, which
either computes a new set of weights (the algorithm then proceeds to step 1) or detects that
a local maxima has been reached and the algorithm stops iterating.
The solution is usually found after about 100 iterations. It is stressed that the n-best lists are generated
only once and that the whole tuning operates only
on the n-best lists.

English:

IP P declareV V P resumedV V D theDT sessionN N ofIN theDT EuropeanN P ParliamentN P

Spanish:

declaroV Lf in reanudadoV Ladj elART perodoN C deP REP sesionesN C
delP DEL ParlamentoN C EuropeoADJ
Figure 1: Example of POS-tag enriched bi-text used to train the translation models

2.3 POS disambiguation
It is well-known that syntactic structures vary
greatly across languages. Spanish, for example,
can be considered as a highly inflectional language,
whereas inflection plays only a marginal role in English.
POS language models can be used to rerank the
translation hypothesis, but this requires tagging the
n-best lists generated by the SMT system. This can
be difficult since POS taggers are not well suited for
ill-formed or incorrect sentences. Finding a method
in which morphosyntactic information is used directly in the translation model could help overcome
this drawback but also takes account for the syntactic specificities of both source and target languages.
It seems likely that the morphosyntactic information of each word will be useful to encode linguistic characteristics, resulting in a sort of word disambiguation by considering its morphosyntactic category. Therefore, in this work we investigate a translation model which enriches every word with its syntactic category. The enriched translation units are a
combination of the original word and the POS tag, as
shown in Figure 1. The translation system takes a sequence of enriched units as inputs and outputs. This
implies that the test data must be POS tagged before
translation. Likewise, the POS tags in the enriched
output are removed at the end of the process to provide the final translation hypothesis which contain
only a word sequence. This approach also allows
to carry out a n-best reranking step using either a
word-based or a POS-based language model.

3

Task, corpus and tools

The experimental results reported in this article were
obtained in the framework of an international evaluation organized by the European T C -S TAR project2
in February 2006. This project is envisaged as a
2

http://www.tc-star.org/
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long-term effort to advance research in all core technologies for speech-to-speech translation.
The main goal of this evaluation is to translate public European Parliament Plenary Sessions
(EPPS). The training material consists of the summary edited by the European Parliament in several
languages, which is also known as the Final Text
Editions (Gollan et al., 2005). These texts were
aligned at the sentence level and they are used to
train the statistical translation models (see Table 1
for some statistics).

Sentence Pairs
Total # Words
Vocabulary size
Sentence Pairs
Total # Words
Word vocabulary
POS vocabulary
Enriched units vocab.

Spanish
English
Whole parallel corpus
1.2M
34.1M
32.7M
129k
74k
Sentence length ≤ 40
0.91M
18.5M
18.0M
104k
71k
69
59
115k
77.6k

Table 1: Statistics of the parallel texts used to train
the statistical machine translation system.
Three different conditions are considered in the
T C -S TAR evaluation: translation of the Final Text
Edition (text), translation of the transcriptions of the
acoustic development data (verbatim) and translation of speech recognizer output (ASR). Here we
only consider the verbatim condition, translating
from English to Spanish. For this task, the development and test data consists of about 30k words. The
test data is partially collected in the Spanish parliament. This results in a small mismatch between development and test data. Two reference translations
are provided. The scoring is case sensitive and includes punctuation symbols.

3.1 Text normalization

3.4

The training data used for normalization differs significantly from the development and test data. The
Final Text Edition corpus follows common orthographic rules (for instance, the first letter of the word
following a full stop or a column is capitalized) and
represents most of the dates, quantities, article references and other numbers in digits. Thus the text had
to be “true-cased” and all numbers were verbalized
using in-house language-specific tools. Numbers are
not tagged as such at this stage; this is entirely left
to the POS tagger.

POS tagging was performed with the TreeTagger
(Schmid, 1994). This software provides resources
for both of the considered languages and it is freely
available. TreeTagger is a Markovian tagger that
uses decision trees to estimate trigram transition
probabilities. The English version is trained on the
PENN treebank corpus3 and the Spanish version on
the CRATER corpus.4
Language models are built using the SRI-LM
toolkit (Stolcke, 2002). Modified Knesser-Ney discounting was used for all models. In (Goodman,
2001), a systematic description and comparison of
the usual smoothing methods is reported. Modified
Knesser-Ney discounting appears to be the most efficient method.

3.2 Translation model training corpus
Long sentences (more than 40 words) greatly slow
down the training process, especially at the alignment step with Giza++. As shown in Figure 2, the
histogram of the length of Spanish sentences in the
training corpus decreases steadily after a length of
20 to 25 words, and English sentences exhibit a similar behavior. Suppressing long sentences from the
corpus reduces the number of aligned sentences by
roughly 25% (see Table 1) but speeds the whole
training procedure by a factor of 3. The impact on
performance is discussed in the next section.
Histogram of Spanish sentences’ lengths (training set)
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4 Experiments and Results
Two baseline English-to-Spanish translation models were created with Moses. The first model was
trained on the whole parallel text – note that sentences with more than 100 words are excluded by
Giza++. The second model was trained on the corpus using only sentences with at most 40 words. The
BLEU score on the development set using good general purpose weights is 48.0 for the first model and
47.0 for the second. Because training on the whole
bi-text is much slower, we decided to perform our
experiments on the bi-texts restricted to the “short”
sentences.
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Figure 2: Histogram of the sentence length (Spanish
part of the parallel corpus).

• word language models,
• POS language model,

3.3 Language model training corpus
In the experiments reported below, a trigram word
language model is used during decoding. This
model is trained on the Spanish part of the parallel
corpus using only sentences shorter than 40 words
(total of 18.5M of language model training data).
Second pass language models were trained on all
available monolingual data (34.1M words).
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• POS language model, with a stop list used to
remove the 100 most frequent words (POSstop100 LM),
• language model of enriched units.
3
4

http://www.cis.upenn.edu/ treebank
http://www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/linguistics/crater/corpus.html

English :

you will be aware President that over the last few sessions in Strasbourg. ..

Baseline:

usted sabe que el Presidente durante los últimos sesiones en Estrasburgo ...

Enriched units:
English :
Baseline:
Enriched units:

usted sabe que el Presidente en los últimos perı́odos de sesiones en Estrasburgo ...
... in this house there might be some recognition ...
... en esta asamblea no puede ser un cierto reconocimiento ...
... en esta asamblea existe un cierto reconocimiento ...

Figure 3: Comparative translations using the baseline word system and the enriched unit system.
For each of these four models, various orders
were tested (n = 3, 4, 5), but in this paper we only
report those orders that yielded the greatest improvements. POS language models were obtained by first
extracting POS sequences from the previously POStagged training corpus and then by estimating standard back-off language models.
As shown in Table 1, the vocabulary size of the
word language model is 104k for Spanish and 74k
for English. The number of POS is small: 69 for
Spanish and 59 for English. We emphasize that
the tagset provided by TreeTagger does include neither gender nor number distinction. The vocabulary
size of the enriched-unit language model is 115k for
Spanish and 77.6k for English. The syntactical ambiguity of words is low: the mean ambiguity ratio is
1.14 for Spanish and 1.12 for English.
4.2

Reranking the word n-best lists

The results concerning reranking experiments of the
n-best lists provided by the translation model based
on words as units are summarized in Table 2. The
baseline result, with trigram word LM reranking,
gives a BLEU score of 47.0 (1rst row). From the
n-best lists provided by this translation model, we
compared reranking performances with different target language models. As observed in the literature,
an improvement can be obtained by reranking with
a 4-gram word language model (47.0 → 47.5, 2d
row). By post-tagging this n-best list, a POS language model reranking can be performed. However,
reranking with a 5-gram POS language model alone
does not give any improvement from the baseline
(BLEU score of 46.9, 3rd row). This result corresponds to known work in the literature (Kirchhoff
and Yang, 2005; Hasan et al., 2006), when using
POS only as a post-processing step during reranking. As suggested in section 2.3, this lack of per69

formance can be due to the fact that the tagger is
not able to provide a usefull tagging of sentences
included in the n-best lists. This observation is
also available when reranking of the word n-best is
done with a language model based on enriched units
(BLEU score of 47.6, not reported in Table 2).
4.3

POS disambiguation and reranking

The results concerning reranking experiments of the
n-best lists provided by the translation model based
on enriched units are summarized in Table 3. Using a trigram language model of enriched translation units leads to a BLEU score of 47.4, a 0.4 increase over the baseline presented in section 4.2.
Figure 3 shows comparative translation examples
from the baseline and the enriched translation systems. In the first example, the baseline system outputs “durante los últimos sesiones” where the enriched translation system produces “en los últimos
perı́odos de sesiones”, a better translation that may
be attributed to the introduction of the masculine
word “perı́odos”, allowing the system to build a
syntactically correct sentence. In the second example, the syntactical error “no puede ser un cierto reconocimiento” produced by the baseline system induces an incorrect meaning of the sentence, whereas
the enriched translation system hypothesis “existe un
cierto reconocimiento” is both syntactically and semantically correct.
Reranking the enriched n-best with POS language
models (either with or without a stop list) does not
seem to be efficient (0.3 BLEU increasing with the
POS-stop100 language model).
A better improvement is obtained when reranking
is performed with the 4-gram word language model.
This results in a BLEU score of 47.9, corresponding to a 0.9 improvement over the word baseline. It
is interesting to observe that reranking a n-best list

3g word LM baseline
4g word LM reranking
5g POS reranking

Dev.
47.0
47.5
46.9

Test
46.0
46.5
46.1

Table 2: BLEU scores using words as translation
units.
obtained with a translation model based on enriched
units with a word LM results in better performances
than a enriched units LM reranking of a n-best list
obtained with a translation model based on words.
The last two rows of Table 3 give results when
combining word and POS language models to rerank
the enriched n-best lists. In both cases, 10 features
are used for reranking (8 Moses features + word
language model probability + POS language model
probability). The best result is obtained by combining the 5-gram word language model with the 5gram POS-stop100 language model. In that case,
the best BLEU score is observed (48.1), with a 2.3%
relative increase over the trigram word baseline.
4.4 Results on the test set
The results on the test set are given in the second
column of Tables 2 and 3. Although the enriched
translation system is only 0.1 BLEU over the baseline system (46.0 → 46.1) when using a trigram language model, the best condition observed on the development set (word and POS-stop100 LMs reranking) results in a 46.8 BLEU score, corresponding to
a 0.8 increasing.
It can be observed that rescoring with a 4-gram
word language model leads to same score resulting
in a 1.9% relative increase over the trigram word
baseline.

5

Conclusion and future work

Combining word language model reranking of nbest lists based on syntactically enriched units seems
to produce more consistent hypotheses. Using enriched translation units results in a relative 2.3%
improvement in BLEU on the development set and
1.9% on the test over the trigram baseline. Over a
standard translation model with 4-gram rescoring,
the enriched unit translation model leads to an absolute increase in BLEU score of 0.4 both on the development and the test sets. These first results are en70

3g enriched units LM baseline
4g enriched units LM reranking
4g word LM reranking
5g POS LM reranking
5g POS-stop100 LM reranking
word + POS LMs reranking
word + POS-stop100 LMs rerank.

Dev.
47.4
47.8
47.9
47.5
47.7
47.9
48.1

Test
46.1
46.8
46.9
46.2
46.3
46.9
46.8

Table 3: BLEU scores using enriched translation
units.
couraging enough to further investigate the integration of syntactic information in the translation model
itself, rather than to restrict it to the post-processing
pass. As follow-up experiments, it is planned to include gender and number information in the tagset,
as well as the word stems to the enriched units.
This work should be considered as preliminary
experiments for the investigation of factored translation models, which Moses is able to handle. POS
factorization is indeed a way to add some generalization capability to the enriched translation models.
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